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.Cuban culture
Local photographer
showcases artwork in
library - SEE NEWS, A2

issed opportunities and what-Ifs
d om UCF_against Miami-sEESPORTs,As

Crime down 22.2 percent from '08
Number of officers remains the same
Arepli ofEngland'sStonehenge
made o of cars painted gray was
recent voted the No. 2wackiest ·
attra nin the U.S.Carhenge,
locatecj in Western Nebraska, is
second qnly to San Antonio's toilet
seat m~um on TripAdvisor's list of
the ~n's wackiest attractions.

KEVIN HERNANDEZ

The . County
and
Municipal Offense Data
Semi-annual Report stated
UCF has more than the amount of crime from
52,000 students enrolled. 2008 to 2009 for the UCF
and 62 officers within the Police Department has
UCF Police Department to decreased by 22.2 percent.
,patrol and protect on and This is a 5.7 percent reducaround campus.
tion from the 16.5 percent
Despite this ratio, decrease that occurred
crime
in the
area between 2007 and 2008.
decreased.
to
the
According

Haveyoubeena

Contributing Writer

--------------·

-

- - -·

victim of aime?
www.UCFNews.com

•

report, there was one
account of rape, four
accounts of aggravated
assault, five accounts of
robbery, 11 motor vehicle
thefts, 40 accounts of bur-

OFFICERS ON A7

PLEASE SEE

··---

- .-

CAITLIN BUSH / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTU~E

The UCF Police Department is planning on opening an addition to their building
on Libra Drive. The new room will offer a training facility for crime prevention.
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H&M
•

ANIMALS

opemng

ABo,itOn subuib has some new
~that will work for food
-a '1-<fozen goats dealing and

attracts
students

•

Campus Kitchens helps
.those who hm1ger

maintaining an !)Yelgrown public

meatlow.lbe~ can dear as

mud! ¥a half-acrefMf'Jthree days
at no cost.Ifthe program is asuccess,
offidalswant to make more public .
~ available to other grazing

Lines form for
opening at 4 a.m.

~

animals.

TATIANA ISIS
Contributing Writer

AMY SIMPSON ·
Contributing Writer

Breaking
news on
your cell
Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

HELP TUTOR THE
CHILDREN WITH
THEIR HOMEWORK
Come help the kids with their
homework. If a child finds his
homework challenging, you can
be there to answer any questions.
Car-poolers will meet at the Lake
Claire Pavilion Oct.19 at 3 p.m.

LOCAL & STATE, A2

POLICE OFFICER SHOT
IN HAND WHILE ON
DUTY, RECOVERING

•)

\

•
•

•

AFort Lauderdale police officer is
recovering after being shot in the
hand. Sgt. Frank Sousa said the
officer's injury wasn't lifethreatening,and what exactly
happened is not clear.

TRESPASSER KILLED
AT SEBRING TRACK,
TRUCK HIT BARRIER
An autopsy is pending for a
trespasser at the Sebring
International Raceway who died
when his truck crashed into atire
barrier located in the closed-off
portion of the racetrack.
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With 11.5 percent of Orange
County residents at or below
the poverty line, the Campus
J{itchens Project has made it a
mission to help those in need by
collecting and preparing leftover food for those in need.
·~ lot of people think someone in bum clothes is homeless,
but people who are educated in
full suits _c ould be livillg out of a
car;' said Michael Newman,
head of student outreach for
CKP. "Especially in this 1:ime,
more and more people are
homeless. They just don't show
it."
The new UCF chapter of
CKP had its first meeting ofthe
semester Oct. 9.
CKP is a student-run organization that began less than· a
year ago. Members discussed
the needs of their community,
how CKP can meet those needs
and what would make the project run better.
.
The group is part of the Student Sustainability Alliance,
which advocates for a more sustainable, green campus.

Poverty levels

"It's a relatiguship-building,
community-buildm'g · thi,Jg/
Newman
said.
"[Kitchen
employees] can see the good
we're doing on campus, and
we're donating it off campus.
It's great for builc:Ung off of each
other.''
CKP is part of Central
Kitchen in Washington, D.C.
There are more than 20 campuses nationwide with CKP
groups. The organization's goal
is to work with universities and
colleges, which donate kitchen
space and leftover food to them.
CKP then uses what it is given
to prepare meals for shelters
and food pantries.
Nationally, CKP is supported
by food corporations that
donate space and food. The
UCF chapter has been working
to establish partnerships with
Publix, Whole Foods Market
and Winn-Dixie. The group has
the support of the Rosen College of Hospitality Management and, therefore, the support of the staff of restaurants
and hotels connected to the col-

Poverty thresholds by family
size for 2008:
One adult

111111@ $10,991
Two adults

$14,051
One adult, one child

$14;840

NOTE: Children, related under 18 years
Source: U.S. Census Bureau
Graphie: M_elina Yingling

O 2009 MCT

lege.
"Pretty much everyone
we've discussed this with has
been like 'This is a great project,
• ·PLEASE SEE

UCF students were among
the many Central Florida residents who celebrated the grand
opening of two H&M retail locations in the Seminole Towne
Center in Sanford and the Florida
Mall in Orlando on Thursday,
Oct.IS.
At noon, the Swedish clothing
line officially opened its doors to
Floridians. Both locations together brought in more than 2,000
customers on the first day.
Some H&M shoppers waited
in line for the grand opening ceremony as early as 4 a.m Before
noon, the lines for both locations
wrapped throughout the respective malls.
Both new locations gave away
gift cards ranging from $10 to
$500 to the first 300 customers
on Thursday in celebration of
their grand opening.
The brand H&M, which
stands for Hennes and Mauritz,
was founded in 1947 in Sweden.
The clothing company now has
18,000 stores in 34 countries and
has more than 73,000 employees.
Broward College student
Amineh Abraham, 21, drove from

Willyoushopat
•

NEW ON AS

H&M in Orlando?
www.UCFNews.r.om
PLEASE SEE

Students struggle to Out of work
find part-time work

Both the number of newly laid-off

workers seeking jobless benefits
and the number Cl)(lt/nuing to claim
benefits fell last week.

SHAYLA SMITH
Contributing Writer

For Matthew Prisco,
finding a part-time job as a
full-time student was a
challenge.
Since the economic
recession started in Dec.
2007, Prisco, a senior
anthropology major, has
been forced to move
between three different
electronics stores.
In July 2009, the number of unemployed young
people ages 16 to 24 was
4.4 million, according to
the Bureau of Labor Statistics. This number was an
increase of nearly 1 million
from July 2008.
"When the overall job

· market is down, the job
market for college students that are graduating
and trying to launch their
careers is. down, too," said
Lynn Hansen, executive
director of Career Services.
Prisco moved to Orlando without a job in April
2007. He lived off of savings from his previous
employment at Best Buy
in South Florida. After
four months in Orlando,
he finally got a job at a, Dell
Direct Store kiosk in the
Orlando Fashion Square

Mall.
Just five months later,
Prisco was· unemployed
again. Dell had closed all
140 of its U.S. kiosks . in

-

Continuing to claim
unemployment insurance

-

Malung initial claim

I

War protesters
gather near UCF
JENNIFER DORVAL

6millloo

Staff Writer

s
4

2 .

Week ending Oct. 10

..
o I

2009
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514,000

2009
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I

Source: U.S. Depanmont o1 lacr ~ 2009 NCT

early 2008.
For the next three
months, h~ put in applications anywhere he could.
His parents supported him
for six months until he
found a job at FuturetronPLEASE SEE
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ORLANDO ON A4

A variety of car horns
could be heard by the main
entrance of UCF Saturday
afternoon, as drivers
honked in support for individuals protesting the
wars
in
Iraq
and
Afghanistan.
Almost 50 members of
individual peace and antiwar groups around Florida
gathered at the comer of
Alafaya Trail and University Boulevard, to participate in a nationwide day of
protest organized by the
National
Assembly
Against the Occupations
of Iraq and Afghanistan.
For close to three hours,

members from organizations such as Central Florida Veterans for Peace,
World Can't Wait, Food
not Bombs and Humanists
for Peace were among
some of the protesters
throwing up peace signs,
holding signs reading
"Honk for Peace" and
chanting "Troops out now,
Iraq for Iraqis" to oncoming drivers.
Clay Colson, a member
of Florida Peace Action
Network, held an upside
down American flag by
UCF's main entrance to
symbolize the United
States' problems.
"Most people don't
PLEASE SEE
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Help tutor the children

Photographer shares
experiences in Cuba

Come help the kids with
their homework. If a child
finds his homework cballenging, you can be there to
BIANCA FORTIS
answer any questions.
Staff Writer
H9sted by Volunteer
UCF, the tutoring sessions , ,
Local photographer Peter Burg
will take place at the Lake
spent two weeks trying to capture
Claire Pavilion Oct 19 at 3
the heart of Cuba.
p.m. and will go until 5:30
He explored the streets in and
p.m.
around Havana in order to discover
Call 407-823-3318 for
what Cuban life is like. Along the
more information.
way, he photographed street performers, a cigar roller and Jose
Learn about study abroad
Rodriguez Fuster, a famous Cuban
A representative from
artist. These images, among others,
the Office of International
will be on display in a colorful array
Studies will be available to
in the entrance of the UCF Library
STEVEN BARNHART/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
discuss options and answer
throughout the month of October.
Maureen Walsh, a junior radio and television major, observes the exhibition of Peter Burg's Cuba
questions that may arise
Burg, who has had a photogra- · photography in the UCF Library. The exhibit is open through the end of Octo!>er,
about opportunities to .
phy studio in Maitland for the past
study abroad through UCF
25 years, primarily does commerprograms.
cial and portrait work. However, he
The event will be in the
spends his free time traveling and
main campus library at 1
decided to visit Cuba for two weeks
p.m. Oct. 20.
in June. Burg was able to obtain the
Call 407-882-2300 for
visa to Cuba through the First
more information.
Unity Church of St. Petersburg.
1
Volunteers from the church visited
Get your Polynesian on .
on a humanitarian mission to help
Campus
Activities
victims of the last hurricane that
Board, in conjunction with
ravaged Cuba.
Diversity Initiatives and
When he returned, Caroline
Diversity Week, is hosting
Hinshaw, the marketing and
"Hula Palooza" Oct. 20.
program officer for UCF Libraries,
It will feature live musicontacted him about putting his
cians and live Polynesian
work on display. He jumped at the
dancers from a local Polychance. This is Burg's first show.
nesian dance company will
"It was an interesting experibe performing. After the
ence," Burg said. "The hardest part
performance, there will be
was picking which photos to use."
free hula dancing lessons
He took about 6,000 photoand workshops.
graphs during his visit, and 31 are
CAITLIN BUSH/ CENTRAL FIDRIDA FUTURE
The event will be 6 p.m.
on display in the library. ·
Peter Burg, a Maitland native, photographed his experience in Cuba and plans on publishing a book.
until 10 p.m. in the Pegasus
"I feel great:• Burg said. "I love
Ballroom of the Student
sharing what I do. This was the per- people that don't like us," he said. the library.
Union.
"It's our governments that don't
Debra Melillo, a senior marketfect venue."
Call 407-823-3294 for
ing major, stopped to admire the
Burg said what struck him the like each other."
more information.
Burg said he purposely steered photographs on her way out of the
most about Cuba was its people,
whom he said are friendly away from including political library. She said what' she liked
images in the show because it was most about them was how colorful
and welcoming.
they were. She said one image, a
"It's not unnecessary.
"I didn't want to offend anyone," close-up shot of an old man's face,
the
he said. "I'm not a real political per- which is also the cover of Burg's
son." Burg and his wife are working book, really spoke to her.
on a book that will include more
"They're just amazing," she said.
Keep with local headlines
photos from his trip. He said it will "It's really great to be able to share
you may have missed
contain some political images and what you do and have people enjoy
should be available within a few it."
Police officer recovers after
weeks. In the meantime, Burg is
Burg said his advice for photogbeing shot in the hand
hoping the show will travel around raphy students is to practice, pracFORT LAUDERDALE,
Florida. The next stop might be tice, pra~tice.
- A Fort Lauderdale police
Miami.
"Now that everything is digital,
officer is recovering after
Hinshaw said the gallery wall photography is inexpensive," Burg
being shot in the hand
in the library is booked for about said. "You don't have to buy film
Sgt Frank Sousa said the
a year. Sometimes she goes look- and other supplies."
officer's injury isn't lifeing for artists to display their work,
Burg said photography is not
threatening.
·
.
and sometimes they contact her. rocket science. "If you understand
The officer was shot
There is even an application avail- composition and you understand
early Saturday while on
able on the library Web site. Hin- people, you can be a photographer,"
duty. The circumstances of
shaw said the attention Burg's pho- he said.
the shooting were not
tography is receiving is about
immediately clear.
as positive as when some of
Jack Kerouac's work
Trespasser killed at Sebring
was on display in

•

•
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SEBRING - An autopsy
is pending for a trespasser at
the Sebring I~ternational
Raceway who died when his
pickup truck crashed into a
closed portion of the track.
According to Florida
Highway PatroL 63-year-old
Douglas Martin of Bonita
Springs was traveling at a
high rate of speed and skidded into a tire barrier wall
after failing to make a right
tum The truck caught frre.
Raceway safety steward
Robert Hayward said a track
worker tried to get Martin
out of the truck but was
unable to move him.
Hayward said Martin
was trespassing and circumvented locked gates Friday
night, and ''he was in some
way impaired"

•
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SUNNY
High:74°
Low:61°

Today: Zero percent chance of
rain. North winds at 13 mph.
Tonight: Cloudy into the evening.
Winds north at 10 mph.
~

Tuesday

High:80°

PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:68°

Wednesday

High:82°

PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:71°
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Prof~r gets $2 million in research grants
.CAMILLE THOMAS
Contributing Writer

I

An associate professor within the Burnett
School of Biomedical
Sciences received two
graniof more than $2
milli from the National Ins ·tutes of Health to
cond ct research at
UCF.
er· tina FernandezValle is dedicated to
resear · g Neurofibromatosi types 1 and 2.
"Be ng
nationally
recog zed helps promote e foundation for
NF,"
ernandez-Valle
said, " atients who are
kids an adults can go to
the c · cs and see neurologist , physicians and
counsel rs all at once.''
Ne rofibromatosis
is
a
genetically
transmiJted disorder
where Inerve tissue
grows tJmors that may
be harm.less or cause
serious 4amage such as
deafnessjor facial paralysis by compressing
nerves and other tissues.
These tumors can
cause bumps under the
skin, cblored spots,
skeletal problems and
put pressure on spinal
nerve roots, according
) ' to the Florida Hospital
for Children's Web site.In addition to her
research at UCF, Fernandez-Valle has done
research with Orlando
Regional Medical Cenl ter, University of Miami
I
and has helped organize
symposiums
for
patients as well as
1.
branches of the Children's Center for Cancer and Blood Diseases
clinics
for
neurofibromatosis all
across Florida.
"They can make sure
you get the best of care,
which makes me really

I

j

l

proud because it was frustrating for patients before,"
she said.
Fernandez-Valle studies
proteins to see how they
will react to the drug
Avastin, which is in use for
patients in the early stages
of breast cancer that might
be able to decrease the NF
tumors. She said the most
rewarding part of doing
research is "getting good
results you think might
help.''
NF affects both" sexes
and all races and ethnic
groups equally, and is more
common than cystic fibrosis, Duchenne muscular
dystrophy
and
Huntington's disease combined, according to the
Children's Tumor Foundation Web site.
It's very hard to receive
an NIH grant because of
how competitive it is, Fernandez-Valle said. The NIH
receives ·up to 100,000

ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTUR~

Cristina Fernandez-Valle, an associate professor in the Burnett School of Biomedical
Sciences, received a grant of more than $2 million to research neurofibromatosis.

applications for research
grants every three months.
As such, however, less than
the top 20 percent of all
grants receive funding. In
one instance, FernandezValle's funding is restricted
to the top 8 percent of
grants, said Stephen Lambert, associa,te professor of

medicine and co-investigator of the NIH grant.
"The grant has helped by
letting us afford consumables for the experiments,"
Fernandez-Valle said. "It
has also allowed us to hire
new students and post-doctorate fellows who would
have otherwise been unem-

..

Free event at Northland Church
Longwood, FL
VISIT alphausa.org/bearlive or
CALL 407-949-4000 for details!

.

'

The advertising campaigns for Vaz/Yasmin in the
last three years may have minimized the serious risks
of these oral contraceptives while exaggerating the
benefits.
The direct-to-consumer advertising has even raised
red flags with the FDA prompting Bayer to be required
to run new ads clarifying the serious health risks of
Vaz and Yasmin. Sadly, the corrections are too late 'for
many women who have already suffered heart attacks,
strokes, deep vein th_rombosis, pulmonary embolism, or
even death.
f, I

. If you or a loved on have had blood clots, strokes,

deep vein thrombosis or pulmonary embolism while
using Yaz or Yasmin for birth control, you may have
important legal rights.
('t

fi:VIN.PAPANTONIO
~

,.

ployed, as well as maintain p.m. to midnight.
jobs already in place."
Fernandez-Valle is a
A good, well-worked board member for the Florigrant can take between four da Chapter of the Chilto six weeks and 40 to 60 dren's Tumor Foundation,
hours of work per week to · which is a group of people
reach fruition, Fernandez- composed of parents,
patients and patient advoValle said.
Jennifer Dolcater, a chil- cates who use their own
dren's clinical coordinator time and money to raise
for the Florida Hospital for funds for NF research and
Children, said this work on education.
"[Fernandez-Valle] is
live tissue hasn't been done
incredibly well-organized
before.
· "Because of the research and disciplined. This allows
she does, there is informa- her to maintain her
tion of how to slow tumors research progrru:p, while still
in the future," Dolcater said maintaining a large under"Now, we can guide graduate teaching load in
She
is
patients' clinical trials. Oth- neurobiology.
erwise, we would have to go extremely focused and very
through the Children's sharp," Lambert said. "She
Tumor Foundation and also actually cares about
patients would have to go this research. Most of us
never get to meet the
out of state to get help."
The Florida Hospital for patients that our research is
Children will be hosting a often intended for. Believe
NF -family event at the me, this kind of commitOrlando Science Center on ment is rare in a
Saturday, Oct. 24 from 9 researcher.''

talks about life, Fame, TV
Alpha

Join-us as BEAR GRYLLS,
host of "Man Vs. Wild" on the
Discovery Channel™takes on
some of life's toughest questions.

l

j \

A3

I
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HPV Fact:
It is estimated
that each
minute i.n the
•
US, there IS a
new case of
genital
warts .

'Ih.oMAs • M1TCHELL
EcHSNER & PROCTOR• P.A.

Call Levin Papantonio at

- D 7

93

Levi·n • Papantonio
Thomas .• Mitchell • _Echsner & Proctor, P.A.
Pensacola, FL

The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that shouldnot be based soley
upon advertisements. Before you decide, ask us to send you a free written
information abut our qualifications and experience.

There's something you can do.

Visit your campus·
health .center.

A4
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Military contractors at UCF cause concerl}
Al

Organizers of the rally
chose UCF's area to protest
even know the rules to the because of its affiliation
flag. One of the things they with military contractors
say is, to turn the flag upside Raytheon Co., Boeing Co.;
down
is · universally Northrop Grumman Corp.,
accepted, international sign and General Dynamics
of distress," . Colson 'said. Corp., all located within the
"This country's in distress. If Central Florida Research
you don't think this Park.
country's in distress, you're
"We are attually just a
not paying attentioIL"
mile away from UCF's

FROM

AUTO ACCIDENTS
ALL TYPES
AFTER911

CALL 877-IF-IN·PAIN
YOIR FRIE INE STIP SHIP FIR lEGAl
&MEDICAl SllmBNS All KINDS

AMRITHANS
1SlSE.CPWlll'tUNIUIIOO, ROllll)A32803 ·
*7·70Z-3492

• PAIN MANAGEMENT• MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
• ATTORNEY ASSISTANCE• VEHICLE ASSISTANCE
•INSURANCf CLAIMS ASSISTANCE
• TRAFFICTICKET ASSISTANCE

ASK FIR AMBIT

UNIVERSl1Y
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
CENTER
"The Doctor Is Always In"

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.
11550 University Blvd.• Orlando, FL 32817

407-282-2044
Hours: Monday-Friday 8am-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

UniversityWalkin.com
Most Insurances Accepted

(Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on U~iversity Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.)

•

•
•

•

Research Park and it houses some ofthe top military
contractors, which are the
recipients of $97 billion
each year of taxpayers'
money," said Jeff Nall, a
member of Humanists for
Peace. ''We want to draw
people's attention to the
fact that, in addition to the
politicians who decide
'let's go to war,' there are
also these corporations
that profit from war and
they have a vested interest
in wars continuing."
Debra Sweet, the
national director of World
Can't Wait, believes supporting private corporations . is going to be an
increasing factor in major
research universities like
UCF.
"I think it is the responsibility of college students
right now to know, given
the huge loans that many
of you are taking out just
to go here, what all that
money is involved and
supported in," Sweet said.
'½nd that is using some of
the best brains in · the
country in the support of
private corporations that
go out and do things that
we just have no idea
about."
·
An hour into the rally,
protesters gathered to
hear leaders in the anti-

U~1
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Miami to Sanford for the

big opening.
"I'm happy they finally
decided to open H&M
stores in Florida. The drive
was well worth it. All the
clothes look amazing," she
said
But Abraham said she
didn't expect such a crowd
for the opening.
"I thought [the Sanford

.I.
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Anti-war groups gathered on Alafaya Trail near the entrance to UCF on Saturday, asking drivers to honk in protest ofthe Wi!r.

war protest movement
speak about their purposes for participating in the
event.
Phil Restino, co-chair
of the Central Florida Veterans for Peace, was
among the individuals to
voice his opinion, and he
said the wars in Iraq and

Afghanistan are Vietnam
all over again and it's up to
the public to stop them.
"Politicians are gonna
go which way they're
being influenced most
and right now they're
influenced by the money
interest," Restino said.
"Until the people get off

their rear ends and start
joining together like we're
joining together out here
today, and start making
just as much noise and
just as much influence,
these wars are going to
keep going. It's up to us,
no one's going to do it for
us."

Orlando locations first in Florida
FROM

1.

location] one would be
emptier," she said
The Seminole Towne
Center's H&M location's
capacity was 600. AnH&M
employee verified that the
store was well over.capacity within its first hours of
opening.
"I used to shop at the
one in New York," said Jessica .Rosa, a 23-year-old
UCF student. "Thank God
they opened one in Flori-

da!"
Rosa, who arrived at ll
a.m., said she had no idea
the store would be so
packed when she joined
the line on the second floor.
The store, which offers
clothes for women, teens,
men and children, has had
well-publicized collaborations with top designers
such as Stella McCartney
and Karl Lagerfeld. H&M
advertised an upcoming

collaboration with a
favorite shoe line from Sex
and the City, Jimmy Choo,
scheduled to make its
debut in select H&M stores
this fall.
The collection, which
consists of both men's and
women's attire, will feature
accessories, handbags and
the covetable shoes. It will
be available beginning Nov.
14 in about 200 H&M locations across the cmmty.
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New group looks to feed homeless, donate food
FROM

Al

first goal is to be able to
feed 30 kids a month."
how can we be involved?"'
The project requires a
said program director variety of services in order
Betsy Daniller.
to meet the needs of those
In 2006, Jim Wright, an they are trying to feed.
author and professor in From cooking, to meal
the sociology department, coordination, to fundraiscondudted a research ing, Newman said they can
study vpth UCF graduate never have too much help.
students on homelessness
In order to fulfill its
in the Orlando area. The goal, CKP needs a kitchen
resultitlg
publication, to work in. During the
Hunge~ in Central Florida, meeting, Daniller disis a Jjor resource for cussed how many food
CKP. · ccording to the service providers would
study, food pantries, be more willing to donate
kitchens and shelters are food if the process were
servin~ more clients than more efficient. Not having
in ye,before and 9.4 mil- a kitchen is their biggest
lion a ditional pounds of hindrance to that desired
food
needed each year. efficiency, she said.
"A 1 t of people don't
''A huge part of cooking
know that three miles is having the cooking
down ·the road [from materials," Daniller said.
UCF], people are homeTo connect with people
less," Newman said. "Our in need, CKP has been

)

)

working with Open Your
Heart to HOPE, an organization that assists the
homeless, and the Church
of Bithlo. Through these
groups, CKP has been able
to work hands-on with the
homeless, especially families.
Even with in-depth
studies like Hunger in
Central Florida, the number of homeless and needy
has most likely changed
since the recession began,
Newman said.
''Any statistic that you
could have now has got to
be worse," Daniller said.
"It's got to be much, much
worse."
The meeting concluded
with brainstorming over
how to start recruiting and
fundraising.
"It has to start from
somewhere," said Sarah
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and member of CKP.
The date and time of

the next CKP meeting are
yet to be determined.

USF's MIS programs blend technology with business. In addition to software development, our emphasis on project management, databases, business intelligence, ERP, and
information security gives you skills to do more. You'll have the technical savvy to lead
developers and analysts. And you'll have the business skills
to execute projects on time, under budget, and on target.
Learn more about USF's bachelor and masters degree
programs at coba.usf.edu/mis.

UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH FLORIDA
COLI.EGE OF BUSINESS

You deser.ve a factual look at ...

Arabian Fables {I)

•
How 1he Arabs soffen up world op~n~on wkh fancHul my1hs.
Josef Goebbels, the infamous propaganda minister of the Nazis, had ·it right. Just tell people big lies often
enough and they will believe them. The Arabs have learned that lesson well. They have swayed world opinion
by endlessly repeating myths and lies that have no basis in fact.

What are some of these myths1

occupied, destroyed all Jewish institutions and
houses of worship, used Jewish cemetery headstones
The "Palestinians." That is the fundamental
myth. The reality is that the concept of to build military latrines, and renamed as "West
Bank" what had been Judea and Samaria since time
"Palestinians" is one that did not exist until about
1948, when the Arab inhabitants of what until then
immemorial.
was Palestine, wished to differentiate themselves · The attempt, quite successful, was to persuade an
uninformed world that these territories were
from the Jews. Until then, the Jews were the
Palestinians. There was the Palestinian Brigade of ancestral parts of the Jordanian Arab Kingdom
(itself a very recent creation of British power
Jewish volunteers in the British World War II Army
diplomacy). Even after the total rout. of the Arabs in
(at a time when the Palestinian Arabs were in Berlin
the 1967 Six-Day War, in
hatching plans with
Adolf Hitler for world "The web of lies and myths that the Arab which the Jordanians
were driven out of
conquest and how to kill
all the Jews); there was propaganda machine has created plays an Judea/Samaria and of
the
Palestinian important role in the unrelenting quest to Jerusalem, they and the
Symphony Orchestra (all destroy the State of Israel. What a shame world continued to call
this territory the ''West
Jews, of course); there
that the world has accepted most of it!" Bank",
a geographical
was The Palestine Post,
concept that cannot be
and so much more.
found on any except the most recent maps.
.The Arabs, who now call themselves
The concept of the ''West Bank" is a myth.
"Palestinians," do so in order to persuade a
misinformed world that they are a distinct
The "Occupied Territories." After the victorious
nationality and that "Palestine" is their ancestral
Six-Day War, during which the Israeli army defeated
the same cabal of Arabs that had invaded the country
homeland. But, of course, they are no distinct
in 1948, Israel remained in possession of
nationality at all. They are entirely the same - in
language, customs, and tribal ties - as the Arabs of Judea/Samaria (now renamed ''West Bank"), which
Syria, Jordan, and beyond. There is no more
the Jordanians had illegally occupied for 19 years; of
difference between the "Palestinians" and the other
the Gaza strip, which had been occupied by the
Arabs of those countries than there is between, say,
Egyptians but which (hundreds of miles from Egypt
proper) had never been part of their country; and of
the citizens of Minnesota and of Wisconsin.
What's more, many of the "Palestinians," or their
the Golan Heights, a plateau of about 400 square
immediate ancestors, came to the area attracted by
miles, which, though originally part of 'Palestine,
the prosperity created by the Jews, in what
had been ceded to Syria by British-French
agreement.
previously had been pretty much of a wasteland.
The last sovereign in Judea/Samaria and in Gaza
The nationhood of the "Palestinians" is a myth.
was the British mandatocy power - and before it
The "West Bank." Again, this is a concept that did
was the Ottoman Empire. All of Palestine, including
not exist until 1948, when the army of the Kingdom
of Transjordan, together with five other Arab armies,
what is now the Kingdom of Jordan, was, by the
invaded the Jewish state of Israel, on the very day of
Balfour Declaration, destined to be the Jewish
National Home. How then could' the Israelis be
its creation.
In what can almost be described as a Biblical
"occupiers" in their own territory? Who would be
miracle,' the ragtag Jewish forces defeated the
the sovereign and who the rightful inhabitants?
combined Arab might. But Transjordan stayed in
The concept of "occupied territories" in reference
possession of the territories of Judea and Samaria
to Judea/Samaria (often called the ''West Bank") and
and part of the city of Jerusalem. The Jordanians
Gaza is another of the many myths created by Arab
propaganda.
promptly expelled all Jews from the area that they

u
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Unable so far to destroy Israel on the battlefield- though they are feverishly preparing for their next assault
- the Arabs are now trying to overcome and destroy Israel by their acknowledged "policy of stages". That
policy is to get as much land as possible carved out of Israel "by peaceful and diplomatic" means, so as to
make Israel indefensible and softened up for the final assault. The web of lies and myths that the Arab
propaganda machine has created plays an important role in the unrelenting quest to destroy the State of
Israel. What a shame that the world has accepted most of it!
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This message has been published and paid for by

FlAME

Facts and Logic About the Middle East
P.O. Box 590359 • San Francisco, CA 94159

Gerardo Joffe, President
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FLAME is a tax-exempt, non-profit educational 501 (c)(3) organization.
Its purpose is the research and public~tion of the facts regarding
deveiopments In the Middle East and exposing false propaganda that
m~ht harm the interests of the United States and its allies in that area of
the world. Your tax-deductible contributions are welcome. ,hey enable
us to pursue these goals and to publish these messages in national
newspapers and magazines. We have virtually no overhead. Almost all
of our revenue pays for our educational work, for these clarifying
messages, and for related direct mail.

To receive free FLAME updates, visit our
website: www.factsandlogic.org
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Career Services offers a hand in finding Work
'We can only hire Work
Study students right now,"
ics in the Mall at Millenia
Anderson said
Although he found
Federal Work Study is a
employment, Prisco said program that was designed
that the electronic business to provide students in need
· continues to struggle.
of financial assistance a
"The mall is pretty chance to earn money
quiet," Prisco said. "Our while pursing their degree.
stores are getting murStudents
frequently
dered. People just don't went into local businesses
· have the money to spend on to ask for jobs only to be
our products."
turned away. Anderso, said
This semester, Career that he was asked ~very
Services at UCF saw a traf- other day if they were hirI
fic increase in its offices. ing.
Bill Blank, director of
"I've given up applying
Career Development, said at UCF," said Steven Long, a
that students are taking sophomore
philosophy
Career Services more seri- major. "I've applied eyeryously because employers where I can in Orlando. I've
are being cautious about applied to at least 50 places,
bringing in new staff.
and multiple times tg the
"Students need [jobs] same place after the 90-day
now more than ever period is up."
before," Blank said.
Long spent almost a year
Job opportunities at uni- looking for a job. He said
versity businesses have also the only responses from the
taken hits from the eco- number of places I he
nomic crisis.
applied to were automated
Langston
Anderson, e-mails from Target 1ffid
store manager of Knight H&M declining him. 1
Aide, a convenience store
Despite the record-high
and pharmacy in the unemployment
rate,
Knights Plaza, agreed that Hansen said that opportustudents are suffering nities for employment ,a re
because of the recession.
still out there. To help stuFROM
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•
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Senior aerospace engineering major Ryan Bobroski, who got a job at Lazy Moon Pizza through a friend, considers himself lucky because so many people applied.

dents find those, Career
Services promoted an
online
system called
KnightLink.
Through
KnightLink, students can
create an account and have
access to all the part-time
and full-time jobs posted on
the system. Students could

also sign up for on-campus jobs and jobs after graduainterviews.
tion."
"Students may not realCareer Services encourize that employers come to aged students to come in
us all the time," Hansen Ferrell Commons for help
said. "I wish more students with things such as how to
were aware that we help create a resume, or how to
students connect . with perform a job search. With
employment - part-time . ·these available resources,

•

students could develop the
skills they would need to
help them deal with the
challenges of transitioning
into the workforce.
"People are struggling,"
Hansen said. "People are
facing challenges. It's a very
stressful time."
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www.marriott.com/mcoce
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Ask about our UCF discounted rates
•99 Fully Equipped Suites
I • 105 Fully Equipped Suites
•1235padousRooms
I
w/double Beds in .
Most Rooms

•Complimentary Full Breakfast

( • Full Cable with Showtime

Buffet

.,

• Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ

•Courtyard Cafe Open fur
Breakfast Daily

Area

• Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 6p- 7:30p

• Limited Maid Service

• Outdoor Heated Pool
andJaruzzi

• Daily Housekeeping Service
· • Pet Friendly

• 2Meeting Rooms fur
up to 40 People
• High Speed Internet Access

•Outdoor Pool, Jaruzzi
&Sportscourt

• High Speed Internet Access

• High Speed Internet Access

•Alternative Student Housing
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Earn.two Master's degrees in 1s ,onths!
Study in Germany, Poland, China, and the Unit~d States with
acohort of your peers and take classes-taugttt in English!

.,

I

Consider the GobalMBA, a unique program providing graduate s~udents the opportunity
to combine intensive classroom study with _residential experie*es in four countries.
This program starts every fall semester. \
globalmba.unf.edu
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Dongbei University of
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University of
Morth Florida

Earn two Master's degrees in 16 mo,ths! .
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Study in Argentina, Spain, and the United Stat1s, taking
classes in Spanish with acohort of your pefrs!
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Explore living in leading port cities Buenos Aires, Madrid, and Jac~sonville, Florida!
This program starts every spring semester. l
ibero-americanmba.unf.edu
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glary and 163 accounts of
larceny reported and handled by UCF police during the 2008-2009 year.
.The University of
South Florida had a 17.5
percent decrease in crime
from 2008 to 2009 and
Florida State University
had a 0.7 percent
decrease between 2008
and 2009.
"We attribute [the
decrease] to a couple of
factors," said UCF Police
Department's
Chief
Richard Beary. "No. 1 is
we've enhanced our security."
Security has increased
on and off campus, Beary
said. Off-campus housing, such as Pegasus
Landing and Pegasus
Pointe, is gated and
patrolled by security officers. The security officers report to the department but are private
security officers contracted through the university,
Beary said.
The UCF
Police
Department also has
directed patrol, which is
when the department
looks at crime patterns
not only on campus, but
across Orange and Seminole counties to target
areas subject to being victimized.
The
department
patrols more but has
about the same number
of officers as last year,
Beary said.
''I feel pretty safe on
campus for the most part.
Garages make me feel
un.safe," Brenna Croft, a
biology major, said. ''.A lot
of them don't have cameras and sketchy people
could just pop up around
the corner. I just wish the
blue lights were more
illuminated and visible at ·
night."
The blue emergency
lights seen across campus
are a means for students
to get in touch with officers in case of an emergency. The blue lights,
which cost up to $12,000 a
fixture, are equipped with
an emergency call button
that contacts the police
· when pushed. Students
can talk to the dispatcher
directly at the emergency
stand to .report a crime
that. has occurred or anything that looks out of the
ordinary.
The response time for
officers to get to a blue
light phone during an
emergency is less than
two minutes, Jeanette
Emert, the community
relations officer for the
UCF Police Department,

said. If a series of calls
from different blue lights
is made as if someone is
running and pushing buttons, it is treated as an
emergency, Emert said.
"During the day I feel
safe. At night, I like to
have someone with me. I
haven't experienced any
[crime] yet and my
friends haven't either,"
Sara Wilcox, a freshman
environmental engineering major, said.
David DeMarco, a junior psychology major,
only expressed concerns
for off-campus housing.
"I feel pretty good
about crime here, since I
never hear about it,"
Demarco said. "I have no
concerns on campus, but
I know of tons of robberies that happen at
Pegasus Pointe."
The jurisdiction for
the UCF Police Department is all property
owned, leased or operated properties by UCF and
1,000 feet around those
properties. This includes
all campuses and medical
colleges, Pegasus Pointe
and Pegasus Landing
apartment complexes on
Alafaya Trail.
The
Orange County Sheriff's
Office holds jurisdiction
over apartments that are
not affiliated with UCF.
Mark Weston, a junior
finance major, has been
living in The Village at
Science Drive for over a
year.
"I feel pretty safe living here," Weston said.
"I'm not scared or anything."
Weston said his apartment has been broken
into once before and he
did not receive much help
from the deputies .who
responded from the
Orange County Sheriff's
Office.
"My place has only
been broken into once,
but it was in the summer
when no one was there.
The deputies didn't do
anything. All they said
was 'Yeah, you got broken
into,' and that was it,"
Weston said. "They didn't
even figure out what happened. The maintenance
guy did."
Weston had four
DVDs, a dust buster and
frozen meat stolen from
his apartment.
"The deputies are terrible and they didn't do
anything," he said.
The UCF Police
Department hopes to
decrease the amount of
crime even further.
"We're going to continue with directed patrol
and the enhanced securi-

CAITUN BUSH /CENTRAL flORIDA FUTURE

The UCF area saw a ll.2 percent decrease in oime this year compared to last year, despite the number of officers within the department has remained the same as the previous year.

ty. What were hoping to
do is expand our community relations programs,"
Beary said.
The, most common
crimes on campus are
theft and larceny, and
Beary believes the best
way to prevent those
crimes is by educating
the community to not
leave property unattended.
The police department
is currently in process of
constructing a building in
front of the department.
· Emert said that the
building will have a classroom and a training
room, which will be used
to host programs to
inform students, faculty
members and all other
contractors working on
the universily about how
they can protect themselves better and reduce
their chance for victimization.
The
building
is
planned to be finished in
July 2010.
"When we get the new
building, we really hope
to ramp up and increase
the number of crime prevention programs that we
offer to the students
because a lot of it is just
education," Beary said.
The department is
going
to
continue
enhancing security and
directed patrol to keep
crime down. They also
project that increasing
their community relaprogram
will
tions
decrease crime even
more and make the campus safer, Emert said.
"Our overall goal is the
safety of our students,
faculty and staff," Beary
said.
"We're really
pleased that our crimes
against people are down."
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Miami WR La Ron Byrd caught five passes for 85 yards and. gave the Knights' secondary fits all night. The Hurricanes averaged 14.7 yards per reception as nine players caught a pass in Saturday's 27-7 win over UCF.
(I

First drive previews stuggles
WILL PERRY
Spom Editor

UCF lost because •••
The theme of the season
has been missed opportunities for the Knights.
Saturday's game against
Miami was no different
On the first drive of the
game, UCF forced Miami to
punt after pushing the 'Canes
out of field-goal position.
During the ensuing possession, UCF drove the ball
down to Miami's 15-yard line
from their own 20, a drive
that included a 35-yard pass
by Brett Hodges to Kamar
Ail<en.
But then, that all-familiar
theme took over.
The Knights had a chance
at a 32-yard field goal and the
game's first score, but UCF
kicker Nick Cattoi pulled his

G

For more photos
from the game:
www.UCFNews.com

attempt low and wide left. It
was the Knights fifth missed
field goal of season.
With the Knights trailing
17-7 midway through the third
quarter, disaster struck again
ata time when it looked as if
UCF . UCF took over on
Miami's 2-yard line, following
a missed snap by Hurricanes
punter Matt Bosher.
On first down, UCF lost
four yards on an option pitch
from Hodges .to Harvey. On
second down, Hodges threw
an incomplete pass, but third
down was the killer.
Hodges dropped back and
had ample time to deliver a
throw but just as he was
PLEASE SEE
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Missed opportunities doom Knights again
RYAN BASS
Sports Editor

Once again, the UCF
football team missed a golden opportunity on Saturday.
Down 17-7 with 7:08
remainhig in the third quarter, the Knights (3-3) found
themselves on the 2-yard
line with a chance to pull to
within a field goal against
the No. 9 Miami Hurricanes
(5-1).
A failed option play, an
incomplete pass and a Brett
Hodges interception later,
the Knights left with nothing on the scoreboard as
Miami was able to march
down the field and put the
game away, leading to a 27-7
victory over UCF in front of
a record crowd of 48,453 at
Bright House Networks Stadium.

C.\

MISSED CHANCES FOR TOP-25 UPSETS
VS. NO.6TEXAS IN 2007
Trailing 29-24 late in the fourth
quarter, UCF QB Kyle Israel fumbled
on a3rd-and-1, which was
recovered by Texas.The ensuing play
was a46-yard TD run for UT.
VS. NO, 17 USF IN 2008
Afterforclng OT with a31-yard TD

'·'We had opportunities
on offense to get some
things done and we didn't
get it done," said George
O'Leary, whose Knights
dropped to 0-21 all-time
against ranked opponents.
"The ball is on the 2-yard
line and. its 17-7 and [if you
score] you put yourselfback
in the game. We came away .
with no points and in fact,

(.,

pass from Michael Greco to Rocky
Ross, UCF failed to convert on fourth
down in OT after aUSF score.
VS. NO. 9MIAMI ON SATURDAY
Trailing 17-7 in the third, UCF found
itself with a1st-and-goal from the
2-yard line, but Brett Hodges threw
apick that lep to aMiami score.

we gave it up on a turnover.
I'm very disturbed with
that."
After a 9 play, 80-yard
drive by the Knights in the
third quarter that gave them
their first score of the game,
UCF found itself with a
chance to swing the
momentum in the game
PLEASE SEE
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No. 12 Knights win fifth straight
Women's soccer
UCF senior midfielder Becca
Thomas scored her third consecutive game-wi~ing goal to give
the UCF women's soccer team a 2-1
win at Rice Friday.
The Knights won their fifth-consecutive game and improved to
ll-3-1 overall and 6-1-0 in Conference USA.
The game was highly contested,
as UCF outshot Rice 11-9.
Associate head coach Colby
Hale credited Rice for a tough
match, but gave his team more
credit for being able pull out a conference win on the road.
"We give a lot of credit to Rice
because they played extremely
well," Hale said. "But we were able
to grind it out tonight, and our
ladies are finding ways to win.
They just have. the never-lose men-

tality right now."
Since suffering a 1-0 loss Sept.
27th to Memphis, the Knights have
reeled off five consecutive conference victories and have outscored
the opposition 15-5.
In the 18th minute, senior forward Courtney Whidden scored
her eighth goal ofthe season to give
UCF a 1-0 over the Owls. For Whidden, the goal placed her in a tie for
seventh on the UCF all-time goal
·
list, with 30 career goals.
Freshman forward Nicolette
Radovcic picked up the assist after
crossing the ball over to Whidden.
The Knights went into the half
with the lead, but in the 52nd
minute, Korey Taylor tied the game.
Senior Lynzee ·Lee got the start,
making two saves in the game and
is unbeat~n on the season with a 40-1 tecord.

.,

In the 70t)1 minute, Thomas
scored the game-winning goal from
18-yards out on a pass from Whidden.
- CARLOS PINEDA

Volleyball
The UCF volleyball team lost in
straight sets to Rice Friday night
and dropped to 2-6 in conference
play on the season.
The Knights (10-11) were never
in the match, losing all three games
by at least seven points. .
Senior outside hitter Erin Campbell led the team with IO kills in the
match but had just a .081 hitting
percentage for the contest.
The Knights trailed 6-4 in the
first set before Rice went on a 5-0
run to extend its lead to 11-4.
The Knights were unable to
bounce back and eventually lost the

•
CAITLIN BUSH / CENTRAL FLOIIIDA FUTURE

Christina Petrucco and the Knight defense ha·s
allowed just five goals in the last give games.

..

set 25-18 after a kill by Rice's Natal,
ie Bogan.
In the second set, the Knights
showed no signs of a comeback.

•
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Harris exploits coverage Defense registers six

FROM A8

•

•

•

•

about to release the ball he
was blind-sided by a
Miami player. The ball was
sent floating into the air
before falling into the
hands of Miami linebacker
Colin McCarthy.
The Knights would not
move the ball or threaten
to score from there on out.
They also had a difficult time stopping Miami's
passing game. Though the
Hurricanes took shots
dovvnfield, it was the short,
quick passes that led to
UCF's demise.
UCFs comers continually gave Miami's wide
receivers a huge cushion at
the line of scrimmage, that
at times was six and seven
yards. That lack in coverage let Harris dictate what
Miami wanted to do on
offense.

Miami won because •..

'

•

•
)ti

The Hurricanes simply
made more plays on
offense and consistently
moved the ball through
the air,
Hurricanes' quarterback Jacory Harris hit
open receivers all game
long on his way to a 20-of26, 293-yard performance.
Miami also held UCF's
run game in check. UCF's
offensive line couldn't
open holes, as Miami's
front four often was the
one getting the push at the
line of scrimmage.
UCF's longest runs
came via two wide receiver reverse plays. AJ. Guyton and Qµincy McDuffie
each had carries of 10-plus
yards, while running back
Brynn Harvey's longest
run was six yards. He
ended the game with 12
carries for 30 yards, a 2.1
carry average.
With the game in hand,
and the score 20-7 in the
fourth quarter, Miami did
what all good teams do, to
close o11t a game.
Miami ran the ball.18
times m the final period,
throwing it just twice and

sacks on UM's Harris
FROM A8

RAYMA JENKINS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Avictory over Miami slipped through UCF's hands as the Knight fell to the
visiting Hurricanes 27-7 at home in front of a record crowd of 48,453.

got the game's final score
with 10:48 left in the fourth
quarter via a 3-yard touchdown run by Damien
Berry to make it 27-7.
Later, though it didn't
lead to points, the Hurricanes were also able to
chew nearly eight minutes
off the clock with 12 consecutive run plays their
final · possession of the
game, giving the Knights
the ball with less than a
minute remaining.

What this all means
Oh, what the Knights
could be if they could just
cash in on their opportunities and. what this season
could be if they didn't
leave points on the field.
The Knights have been
plagued all season by redzone inefficiencies and
will continue to be until
they devise a plan that
actu~y works.
The play calling in the
third quarter, when the
Knights took over on
Miami's 2-yard line, was
atrocious. UCF lined-up in
shotgun formation and
went with an option-pitch
on first down that lost four
yards, followed by an
incomplete pass and
Hodges being blasted by a

delayed blitz that resulted
in a interception
Tack on another missed
field goal, and there's 10
points the Knights easily
should have had and who
knows what could have
been in a winnable game
against Miami.

Game ball
Harris put in an all-star
performance, posting a
184.27 quarterback rating
on his way to completing
77 percent of his passes
with one touchdown
against the Knights.
Harris ,was able to
throw on the run, in the
pocket and on designed
roll-outs. A.side from sacks
UCF did get, he ultimately
had all day to throw with
the Knights unable to put
consistent pressure on the
sophomore quarterback.

Noteworthy
The Knights recorded
six sacks in Saturday's
game. Linebacker Corey
Hogue had two and Darius
Nall, Bruce Miller, David
Williams and Jarvis
Geathers each had one.
Geathers and Miller are
tied for 20th in the nation
with 5.5 sacks 'on the season

Volleyball dropped again
FROM A8

•

Rice led for nearly the
entire set and closed out
the set with a kill by
Jessie Boulavsky to take it
25-17.
The Knights played
the Owls the closest in
the third set, but an 8-8
tie in was the last sign of
life for UCF, as the Owls
took the final set 25-16.
Jenn Mcqean closed

out the match with a kill
and left UCF looking
elsewhere for answers in
conference play.
"Everything that we're
doing right now is geared
towards being ready and
having a lineup and knowing exactly what we want
to do come middle of
November," head coach
Todd Dagenais said.
The Knights will play
their next three matches

at home against Houston,
East Carolina and Marshall, with hopes of creating some separation
come conference tournament time as UCF is
close to all three teams in
the conference standings.
The next match for
UCF will be against the
Houston Cougars on
Oct.18.
-ANDREW KENNEDY

--
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Earn two Master's degrees in 15 months!
Study in Germany, Poland, China, and the United States with
acohort of your peers and take classes taught in English!

after a botched snap on a
punt that ended in Miami
punter Matt Basher kicking
the ball out of the back of
the end zone. Three plays
later, the Hurricanes were
-able to get the ball back and
scored 10 unanswered
points the rest of the way to
get the victory.
O'Leary believes the
Knights should have managed their play calling better on that key possession
''I think those three plays
could have been diagnosed
a little better, but I think that
was the series that could
have turned the momentum a little bit," he said."
"That [option play] is the
one call I would like to have
back."
Early in the game, UCF
looked to make a statement
to the Hurricanes. After
forcing Miami to punt on its
first possession, the Knights
looked like they were going
to come out strong in the
game on offense. Hodges
completed a couple of long
passes down the field,
including a 35-yard strike to
Kamar Aileen, which set
UCF up in field goal range.
Three plays later, the
Knights failed to put any
points on the board as Nick
Cattoi's 32-yard attempt
went wide left, ending what
was a 12 play, 65-yard drive.
"I would say it's pretty
frustrating;' Hodges said of
the missed opportunities. "I
thought we had a lot of
opportunities tonight and
we didn't capitalize:•
Jacory Harris and the
Hurricane offense didn't
take long to make UCF pay ·
for it's missed chances. The
sophomore quarterback
completed four passes of 12
yards or more, including a

'I think those

three plays
could have been
diagnosed a
little better, but
I think that was
the series that
·could have
turned the
momentum a
little bit.'

Miami up 10-0 before the
hal£
One of the struggles for
the Knights was their inability to get the run game
going. In last year's meeting
in Miami, the Knights were
only able to· register four
yards on the ground against
the Hurricanes.
Saturday, they didn't do
much better totaling just 58
yards. Brylin Harvey ran
the ball 12 times for 25 yards.
The Knights came out of
the half sluggish as a bad
punt and good iield position for Miami led to another score for the Hurricanes.
Javarris James put Miami up
17-0 with 5-yard touchdown

run
O'Leary noticed the lack
- GEORGE O'LEARY
of big plays froin the
THE PLAY CALLING ON THE 2-YARD LINE
Knights playmakers.
· "[Miami's] talent made
23-yard strike to Leonard plays tonight, and I don't
Hankerson in the back of think enough of our kids did
the end zone to put Miami when we had an opportunity to make plays," he said "I
up7-0.
Harris, who finished the think what is happening is
game 20-for-26 with 293 we are leaving our defense
yards passing and a touch- out there too long and there
down. was impressive in are too many three-andthe victory, despite being outs. I thought we wore
sacked six times by the down a little bit defensively
Knights' defense.
in the last part of the game."
"I thought they did a
Despite trailing 17-0, the
good job," O'Leary said of Knights still found a way to
the defense on Harris. "I answer on the next possesthought we ran at him, but I sion, but couldn't capitalize
thought when we had the from the Miami 2-yard line.
opportunities to make plays It's those kinds of possesthey really got that done sion that have led to UCF
and were able to keep us in coming up short and wonthe game."
dering what could have
After back-to-back punts been
''What if's are nice, but
for UCF, Miami found
themselves with the ball we are sitting here right
again early in the second now with a loss," Hodges
quarter. Harris completed said ''Like I said, we had a
two long passes down field lot of missed opportunities,
to Travis Benjamin and and you can think of that as
found
four
different a what if; but we didn't get it
receivers on the drive. The done today offensively and
drive set up a 31-yard field you can't do that against
goal by Basher, which put. good teams in Miami."

HPV Fact:
The treatment
for
can be a
process
and can involve
'

'
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OUR STANCE

Bigger crowd$
bring results
'

F

or the first time this
season, the student lottery didn't award free
tickets to everyone who
entered, and it should be like
that every time.
Saturday's game against
Miami packed Bright House
Networks Stadium and set a
new record for attendance.
With UCF Athletics reporting
48,453 fans in the seats, it's a
glimpse at what that little stadium of ours can do.
Cultivating and nurturing a
healthy gameday culture on
campus can go a long way for
UCF and reach into the community.
One market that can be
potentially tapped is the older
community that lives in the
East Orlando area but has no
connection to the university.
Nobody, student or otherwise, wants to buy tickets to a
game when the hosting
school won't even tum out to
their own game or show
some enthusiasm for the

home team.
1bis season, prior to the
Miami game, attendance at
Bright House was dismal.
Vtsitors probably had a hard
time believing they were sitting in a stadium on the main
campus of the largest school
in the state. It seems odd that
the third largest university in
the nation would have so
much trouble getting 8,000
students to attend a game for
free.
It's worth noting that the
number of student tickets
allotted by the lottery makes
up a fraction of the total
attendance at the game.
However, that section of nonpaying fans could be the most
important part of the stadium
besides the field. Students
alone won't fill a stadium, but
a strong turnout and rallied
troops can keep people coming back for the games.
Like it or not, we can't take
the stadium back to the store
for a full refund. It came with

a price tag for the university,
and even ifyou weren't
behind the decision in the
beginning, students play a
role in whether or not the .
university gets a return on the
investment
As such an enormous student body, opportunities to
build community and take
part in setting the tone for the
campus experience should be
pounced on immediately.
Don't like feeling like a
face in the crowd? Come out
to the home games and get to
know some of the other faces.
If it can't be done for pride
or for community, try shame.
UCF would look awfully
ridiculous if it were a giant
school with a shiny new stadium it couldn't fill.
There isn't much the average student can do about how
things go on the scoreboard,
but if you care about the
health of the program at all,
anybody can come out to a
game and show it

Growing is fine,
if done correctly
W

ith great risk comes
great reward. UCF
took a risk this year
when it did not cap fall enrollment despite statewide budget cuts. Its great reward came
this week with the final i:mmbers of 53,557 students and the
unexpected $5 million in additional tuition revenue.
It was a bold move for
UCF to make. The University
of Florida, which held the
largest Florida school rank for
years, capped its enrollment
to eliminate some spending
because of the same statewide
budget cuts.
Now that the official count
is in, UCF needs to focus its
time and energy on distnbuting that money in the most
effective way. IfUCF is going
to admit all of these students,
it must work diligently to
ensure the most successful
college experience for the
most people possible. We
have some advice on where
the money should be dispersed:
Some teachers are upset by
all of the publicity UCF officials are creating surrounding
our numbers. They are deal-

ing with larger class sizes with
no increase in salary while
also incorporating online
technology to reduce the cost
of paper printing for the university.
UCF needs to spend some
of the money keeping our
valuable teachers on board
and happy. In addition they
need to hire some more people to reduce the student to
teacher ratio.
Another example of a
group in desperate need of
additional funding for niore
staff is the financial aid
department We know several
students who still have not
received their financial aid,
months into the school year,
because financial aid is not
staffed to handle the needs of
so many students. Not being
able to buy books because
your paperwork was not
processed is not a friendly
experience for any student
Let us not forget everyone's favorite thing to talk
about at UCF: the horrible
parking. Teachers, students,
alumni, staff and visitors all
complain about parking at our
beautiful campus that will

now be ushering in more bodies and therefore more cars.
UCF needs to spend some of
that money creating a plan
that will reduce the stress
parking brings to all of our
lives. Since we are growing so
fast simply building another
garage will not suffice. UCF
needs to be proactive in creating alternative transportation
methods and programs to
eliminate motor vehicle congestion. 1bis will also allow
them to focus on going green
which, with 53,557 students,
should be a priority. With ·
such a large student population UCF is in a unique spot ·
only awarded to the largest
schools to make a distinct
impression on the rest of the
world. Why not make it a
good one, UCF?
We also think that it would
be in UCFs best interest to
create a budget for the additional $5 million and explain
its final decisions. 1bis would
be a great interactive discussion for students and faculty. It
would also be a crucial learning environment for students
unaware of how the college
budget process works.

Yearbooks are
not for politics
'

•

•

A

high school senior in
Mississippi was
informed her picture
would not be in the
yearbook because she chose ·
to wear a tuxedo. The case
of Ceara Sturgis, 17, has
drawn the attention of gay
rights organizations and the
American Civil Liberties
Union.
She should have her picture in the yearbook. School
yearbooks aren't printed to
appease parents or to be a
reflection of the faculty;
they're made for students. It
may make sense to an
administrator to leave somebody out of the yearbook for
not fitting in, but Sturgis has

l

was already considered
already attended the school
and made her mark, making . appropriate for half of the
student body. Letting Sturgis
her an indelible part of the
choose to step out of tradihigh school story of her
tion in favor of expression
classmates.
isn't a slippery slope to wild
The question in this sit\1looks in the yearbook. All
ation is to ask who it would
things considered, she's
protect to leave her out of
bending the rules at worst.
the yearbook. It doesn't proStudents already give up
tect the students from being
exposed to a girl with whom some of their rights to freedom of expression when
they already attend class. Is
they step on the campus,
the tuxedo so subversive
and the school certainly has
that the photo needs to be
the right to regulate what
left out to protect the
goes in the yearbook, but a
integrity of the school?
tuxedo on a girl who's
While nobody is entitled
already known for wearing
to wear whatever they want
for their yearbook photo and boy's clothes seems like it's
more of an inside-the-box
expect it to be printed, Sturexpression.
gis chose to wear attire that

,...

NATE BEELER /THE WASHINGTON EXAMINER
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Ultimate power still
is with written· word
A picture speaks a
A nonbiased medium
is only theoretical,
thousand words. Equally
because human beings
so, a word can create a
are by nature opinionatthousand impressions.
Nowadays, all one needs
ed, but the right amount
is a ghostwriter, an opinof adjectives instilled and
intertwined with a piece
ion and some printing
paper to be guaranteed a
of news can become a
weapon of manipulation
spot on The New York
Times best-seller list. I
against a neutral mind.
personally lost all confiAs
such, we have seen
KONSTATIN RAWIN
the likes of Bill O'Reilly,
dence in humanity's pubContributing Columnist
Glenn Beck, Keith Olberlishing abilities when
mann and most politiParis Hilton ranked at the
top of that list
cians to date, yes, that includes the
Writing has somehow lost its
sinless ~d holy Barack Obama,
charismatic authenticity only to
using words as leverage to procure a
become a corporate product of
one-sided argument. Legislation in
superficiality and mediocre anecitself has become a battle of words to
dotes. In today's world, even objecboth entice and confuse the general
populace; as per the general examtivity is relative and out-of-the-box
ple, torture to one person is simply
thinking have somehow turned into
enhanced interrogation in the eyes of
a 360-degree vicious cycle of points
and COl\llterpoints. The novel is
another.
soon to be replaced by one-sided
Llkewise, abstract ideas and entitheories of political thought and
ties of the most basic nature can be
turned into a science and complicathuman behavior. Instead of genuine
ed beyond belief in an effort to sell,
fiction or nonfiction, writers use
words to polarize and galvanize read- sell, sell. Self-help books have time
and time again set and demolished
ers into battle.
A clever mouth breeds influence.
standards for how to distort simple,
·There is no constraint. A single senmenial tasks and characteristics into
tence can be said with infinitely difcomplicated sciences worth their
ferent words. Similarly, the amount
weight in 300-page textbooks. Sadly
of influence those words can have on enough, we have seen this insatiable·
an individual is boundless. Our inter- appetite for wording seep slowly into
our college curriculum. How else
connected world has become
strained with conflict and propagancan someone major in entrepreneurda; with this shift, the writer's role in
ship?
Sticks and stones may break your
society has become far more vacant,
in an effort to convince and argue,
bones, but words can do much more
rather than to simply explain in
harm. They are distinguishable in the
detail and illustrate a story.
fact that they detail and carve out the
The power to influence thinking
perspective of the reader, creating
and behavior stems from the wordcomplex compounds from simple
ing. With wording, a simple speech
singularities and distorted one-sided
can be turned into a sermon, a piece
images from what would otherwise
ofnews can be turned into an opinbe a plain view. The sense of responion, and simple tasks could be turned sibility with which our society has
into a science. And with an everbeen entrusted in order to keep the
power of words at bay from polarizgrowing and diverse market of people looking to distinguish themselves ing rhetoric is far outweighed by our
from everyone else, the combination
society's appetite to convince and
· has been proven to be fairly effective. profit
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WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

'

that when you go to a football game,
however, you should root for your
school (UCF), just as I did at the
UCF vs. UF football game a couple
I have had professors in both my years ago that was played at UR I
don't see a problem at all with peoand son1eone else's classes, unless
ple
wearing other colleges' apparel
we are in the hospital, we are still
to class. It's just a shirt I wore a
required to come to class. I even
Pasco-Hernando Community Colhad one professor tell us that he
shirt to class yesterday (my sislege
wasn't supposed to tell us to stay
ter's school) ·- is that a slap in the
home, but ifwe felt sick, please
face to UCF? I don't think it is.
don't come to class'.
Good article though ·- I fully
- YOURNAME agree with the last two paragraphs.
Looking forward to the next one.

If you have H1N1,
please stay at home

Win against Miami
would change program

rve dreamed of a victory like .
that for years. Unfortunately,
O'Leary's ridiculously archaic,
stodgy, and boring offensive
philosophy will not allow it to hatr
pen I love my school and team, but
I must face reality.
- YOURNAME

Remember the Florida
school that 'U' attend
I have been a Florida Gator foot- ·
ball fan for a very long time. I decided to go to UCF because UF did not
have a very good program for my
major. Does that mean I can't cheer
for the Gators anymore? It is possible for someone to be a Knights fan
and another school's fan. I do think

('

"
~.

(

-RICKY

.

Ricky, sure you can root for
them, just don't visually assault anyone who willing chose to go here. It
is possible to be fans of more than
one school but ifyou are on one
school's campus, do NOT wear
gear worn by opposing schools.
How hard is that? It is not ''just a
shirt'' how would you feel ifI wore
''just a shirt'' that said something
completely bashing something that
everyone loves, say, Florida, or the
United States? .You would naturally
be offended right? Well the same is
with people who chose to go to
UCF, we love this school and when
anyone shows up representing
other schools then it is a slap in the
face.
What we really need is to bring
back the spirit police! That would
help a lot

,.
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SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS
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• 4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
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L.uxuy Cam at the Crest
Wateoord Lakes, geat bcatm b
ITlalf stre.test. 2rd 1bor uit,
1138~oosebUCF,
2brr.mth, gym, p:JOI, 2 WI oosels,
washer.ttyer, gabcge i;d<-1.4),

aam, am wm a1 irxi.ded.
$1,CXXJ rro. Call: 407-694-0051
UCF!NE ORLANDO

Take aver l e a s e ~
Vilge. $500tro 4txim w!.3grls.
EmaM:al b-del!js.
S t a t ~ ~ ooi«YJ t:x- an
.m:i1i:lus, rroivata:! irmrlJal
t:J pi, as aftJ.line p!¥lner.
Skis i1 l:u;iress Jinrg. web
~a,j,eitha"
experierre with or an iierest il,
the fim Er1d 1ele-vm1 i"d.SJy.

t..o SAL.ARY~ cm
stock

For rrore inbmaioo
ca'I: 407-405-2275
OR
emai: CraTielHVC@gnai.o:rn

Located Near Campus
407-679-2700

www.workforstudents.com

4/21orRertAstrgbl Perk
$1750 ro. Ca:llaHiSpeed, wm
Sta1rg Jan2010. Can rent n::lv.

ll1li then! (386)8)1-1700

•

~@krdogy.rs m-2351382. ~ . c a n

350
375
400
500
600
700
800
900

For Sale: General
For Sale: Pets
Services
Announcements
Traver
Worship
Miscellaneous
Wanted

1ntanet,secutty~m1awn ·
cae. $550tno. AU. utiL incl Move-

Palms 1or rm n414 b0ioom
lune. $475+ per roan Uti. &
Y!¥d !rd. h::ivda Leases OR
$1625b"lune. 2niesb UCF.
McXllh t:J rronth avai.
407-700-0768 Ensaroro@hcma
www.ForRentNeaUCF.o:rn

'1-866-742-'137 3

Selling Something? With our 85%
success rate, it's as good as gone! To
place an ad call 407-447-4555 or logon
www.knightnewspapers.com/dassifieds

6

~it~
----------

3 Rooms of Fi.l1itu'e $1499,
irl..des Sola, lovesea, 2 erd
taljes, 1 CXlCktal toole, 2 larps,

Dresser, MiT'a; ~ .
Hea:txml, flJ size matlre5sbox
frame, tide, 4 chairs.
Twil size rm!ress,tx:,xfrom $39

ea::hpiece
l.arps.........$49
8.¥slools.....$29

Chest........$79
Cash, E-Z Terms, roost rTl!p"
adcads~
Desig1 Ftmflre l..qt.i:jab's
6525 E. Cdorial Dr. Q1a-m R
32007 Mon-Fri 10-7 &t 1(HJ
Sm 12-6 407-704-5695

Goirg Out of Business
NAJ\CY'S UNIQUE FURNmJRE
NEWAND USED
EVERYTI-llNG MUST GO
WINDERMERE AREA

4- ·---·faI

resporisille,detail 0081ted,CXll M s:iJus anina lover for
cx:xasi'.lnal pet~ l'klen we
tra\.131. Prefer .Amr-Gra:l

MHAMAS SPRING BR!eAK
~5-0aypaj(ages
from $189. Al paj(ages rd.de
rou-d-lrl) cn.ise
rae1.
www.8a'1amaSlrl.oom
8))-867-6018
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PuzzlP,s by Pappocom

· FiU in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains the digits 1
through 9 wit'.1 no
repeats .

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/
Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

I

!3

ACROSS
1 "Ovemead"
engine parts
5 Shoe undersides
1O_ the lily:
ornamen1to
excess
14 Doing the job
15 Between.
quaintly
16 There oughta be
one, so it·s said
17 "Keep our sign
19 Turn on a pivot
20 Jungian feminine
principle
21 Coll. major for a
future concert
artist
23 Anger
24 Pay for
everyone·s

dinner
29 Lively Irish dance
32 Peter Paul or
Mary
33 Not shut, in
verse
34 German river
36 Like a cold,
damp day
37Type of notebook

40 "All exits are
blocked" sttuation
43 Shiny photo
44 Delivery vehicle
45WWII
submachine gun
46 Floral welcome
47 Me><ican money
• 49 Mag. staffers
SO Throng
management
54 Witchy woman
55 Place for a ring
56 On-the-job
reward
60 Norse war god
62 Four-on-the-floor,
e.g.
66 Atomizer output
67 Division of
society
68 Sunscreen
ingredieni

pertiaps
helmet safan

wear
70 Ease, as fears
71 Home on a limb

DOWN

ducl.grg Olistals:
m@MissmT~.org

fi9
$l3

CROSSWORD

69

Missimtj:lt:JJ~May11..A.ne8, 2l10fordechted,

$9

!!_"-\tC

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com.

407-272-6383

Co..pe oose t:J UCF seeks

s9
S6

• Pricing includes. up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publicatior
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads on line 24 hours aday

f5

'3

B!tel
SJ.3

Rate A

First issue:
Each addl issue:

14

i'I ASAP. Call 407·709-6098 famore Info.
Roomeath. Ycx.tOM1 IDB Iwork
ou of 1DMt $400iro. Furisha:t;
nea:I bed. I ~ 1'2 bls. Kriglts
~ 407-928-2115 Ken

J6

350

Room avail forcleml, c,.iet inf
resp. No Smoke, No Pets, senor
a- !Jll(lua1e student in imnaculate

M! home .... UCF. Saeened-in
pallo wllh 20 penion lngtlU1d
jacuzzi, prof. pool table with lig,ts,
hugewalk..-i kttchen, W/0, cl{jlal
cable, high-epeed wfreless

Rate
B
A
A
B
A
B
B
B
B

I

NV\leems2XXl@in.o:rn

4x4a Pegasus l..oorg, Rert is
$515 a mcnh, WD rd.x:led,
sflJllle to ca-rµ.,s. Grea g.iy., as
roorrrraes. Ca.I R:31-398-1316

'

2W7Hcre,,Davdsol1Softai
l:t:d< N cnorne, saitebags,
wmsllek:l, ~ $4500 e-mai
con1a::t a555sln@gnai.com/ 813319-3502

Sll..dertWloo-een.Conla:t

The l<ey to advertising success

•

125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

an Beds.....$169

CGlorial Pm3 L.uxuy ~
1 & 2 BecioOms Free W/D, p:JOI,
1ilress rene, patioo.
2300 Ecoo Ci'. 407-679-0031

••

•

325 For Sale: Automotive

1

8:30AM-123JPM.
Ctuch rusery experierre
Er1d Ra:! Qoss 1raiirg µelemd
REpyt:J Shely Euks at

•

•

Rate
C
Help Wanted: Part-Tnne C
Help Wanted: Full-Til'(le C
Business Opportunities B
For Rent Homes
B
For Rent Ap..;+,,,ents
B
Roommates
A
Sublease
A
For Sale: Homes
B

100 Help Wanted: General

HELP WANTED:
General

~ a day p:m"llia.

•

CLASSIFICATIONS

1 Musical finale
2 Soon, to a bard

By Mark Bickham

3.Short skirt
4 Defeat decisively
5 Sault _ Marie
6 Possess
7 On. as a lamp
8 Like churches.
vis-a-vis most

laxes

~-

1019/09
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S A N
3 .L.,

s I
n s

cl

Iii

II O V4
3 II d
A OM
0 d I!!

9 Rooster's gait
10Tankfiller
11 Unable to read
• • i!II
12 First lady before
N 3 s
Michelle
0 II 3
13 Dork
X 3 .L
18Mai _: rum
drinks
Y H S
22 Small stores
, d .,
25 Traveling show
)I S_,_.!_1
worl<er
26 Sedona and
Last issue sol'l(ed
Sorento
27 Not made of
41 "All kidding_.• ~ 59 Printer's "let rt
interlaced parts,
42 No-food protest
stand"
as fabric
47 Snazzy entrance 61 To the_ degree
28 Expansive
48
Bursts
into
tears
63
One
of many In
stories·
· 50 Bite vigorously
the Aegean Sea:
29 Author Erica
Abbr.
51 Pie slice edges.
30 "American . .•
geometrically
64WindyCity
31 Precious stone
expert
transportation org.
52 One of Caesar's
assaSSins
65Computer
35 Stttch over
37 Man of La
53 Actress Lindsay
feature that e'1ds
Mancha
57 Longest river
each of the five
38 Acted like
58 Roswell
longest across
39 Contact or zoom
sightings. briefly
answers

.,,

..,.

--

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

CLASSIFI__
Place and view ads online anvtitne
at:
.,
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

A12 www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

0ct.19, 2009 • (enttal , t a '1rtute
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:·-r-XClunvE o(f STODEMn, FACULTY Et ALUMHI TICKET
*•
.$

Valid for admis~ion on Sunday, October 25th
• Early park admission to Universal's Islands of Adventure®
starting at 4pm
• FR.EE admission** to select Universal CityWalk® clubs with
your Halloween Horror ights ticket stub.
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Get your-college discount price and register
I •
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